SHE chatters, giggles, and is perfectly happy when she tells all the gos-
sip and mean stories, minus the good, she has heard about of every
woman she knows in the town or ten miles around. She tells all and gets
a new list of imaginary “Did you hear its?” and goes off to the next house
to ease herself by trying to lower some woman that is as good or better
than she is.

What good does it do her? I will answer that question by asking
another: what good does it do a man to get drunk and make a disgusting
fool of himself? Had he kept himself busy in some useful pursuit and kept
away from whiskey, he would have been a useful and respected gentleman,
but he got into and staid with such company until he got the habit fixed so
strong that his manhood failed him and he went down to a place where
fools and vagabonds only dwell. She, too, gave way to tattling and circu-
lating little dirty reports, until she has gotten as crazy to know the last
scandal as a drunkard ever was for whiskey. She is a tattler and a nuisance,
hated and dreaded by all who know her.

Now, girls, I will tell you what makes a tattler. Woman loves to talk,
and if she is not loaded with useful knowledge, she will talk some anyway.
A voice says, “we know that what you say is correct as a general rule, and
would like to have a few suggestions.” I will have to go to my storehouse
of experience. At one view through the mental telescope that reaches far
back in my life, I begin to review the mental record that I have kept stored
away for useful purposes for over half a century. I think I can point out
the “whys” that so many meritorious, good designing young ladies lose
sight of usefulness. After she has received her education in painting, draw-
ing, music, stenography, type-writing and most of the ordinary accomplish-
ments, she is met with this fact and answer at all places where she offers her
services, that the place is ably filled by old occupants; the more she tries to
obtain some position by which to make a living, the more she is convinced
that all places she is qualified to fill have long since been taken up by oth-
ers. Thus she is left without a hope to be able to make a living for herself. As I have given this subject much study and have sons and daughters of my own whose welfare has always been uppermost in my mind, and have explored all fields of usefulness for their good, I could not do so without taking the conditions of the whole human race into consideration. I have always felt a determination to hunt until I could find a suitable position which I could recommend to our women. I believe I have made the discovery. I have long sought and have tested its merits. From a child I have known the goodness and wisdom of the mother part of our race; a desire to relieve pain and sickness is certainly as natural as for her to breathe. Now ladies, at this period in my narrative, I will say, I also became interested in the welfare and ease of my race. I have prosecuted the investigation for over a quarter of a century. I have proven to myself the perfection of Nature's work and that man has within him all the qualities for ease and comfort, and when disease makes them uncomfortable, he or she who is familiar with the machinery of life can give them ease and comfort, and restore the person to good health. In the case of the ladies, they have proven their ability to adjust the human body. She gets her pay and she is proud of her diploma, proud of her being, and proud of her position and proud that she is far above a gossiping nuisance.

Ladies, I talk thus plainly to you because of a love of my race. If you desire to know more of the "hows" as to making a comfortable living, visit the American School of Osteopathy, and after due consideration, I think you will find what I have told you to be the truth. All the ladies who have taken my advice thus far send me greetings and words of love from all parts of the civilized world in which they now labor.

IT WAS my good fortune or bad fortune to introduce Osteopathy in its swaddling clothes a quarter of a century ago in North America. It was a good sized boy baby, with strong lungs. It has talked to the people of the beauties of the discovery that it had made which are a few of the principles that govern animal life, which, no doubt, are as old as the days of Eternity. After twenty-five years of close investigation, I have made no discovery of any defect whereby I could suggest an amendment. I have used freely the scalpel, the microscope, and the chemical laboratory; made a free use of the opinions of all philosophers with whom I could consult; at the end of each season of investigation the conclusion has universally been that the laws bear upon their face absolute evidence of perfection, and are so taken and accepted by the learned people who have time and desire to investigate the truths of Osteopathy.

While I have taken no pains to give this science notoriety by publication, it has been more or less known for ten or fifteen years in the capital of the United States, and today is known, more or less, in every town and village in the states and territories, and is also known in foreign lands.

I will say for those who desire to know more of this science that whenever you see a diploma from the American School of Osteopathy, you will find the possessor qualified to give you the necessary information and to demonstrate the facts of the science by his or her skill and ability which they have obtained during long months spent in obtaining a thorough education in the American School of Osteopathy at Kirksville, Mo.

My signature only goes to those parchments after long acquaintance in the school room with the receiver thereof, and the signature of the trustees and faculty of the school is all that is necessary or that we can do by the way of recommending as to character and qualification. As I know all have had a good opportunity to become well qualified for the duties of a healer, I will make mention of no particular name or person more than to say that without merit these diplomas would not have been issued to the persons now possessing them, and for me to say who is good or who is bad would be a contradiction of what I have already said—that he or she has our highest recommend on their diploma.

OSTEOPATHY IN CONGRESS.

FOR many years the great state of Missouri has been represented by such eminent statesmen as Vest and Cockrill in the Senate, and the worthy and great statesmen, Hatch and Clark in the House, all well known to the world in general.

Hatch, though now dead in body, yet lives in the memory of his friends. He and myself were personal friends; he was great and honorable, and as representative of my district, though a democrat and I a republican, I was a great admirer of him for his honesty and intelligence. He always had a kind word and would inquire often with interest how I was progressing with the new science, while I was practising at Hannibal, Mo., during the early development of Osteopathy.

Our Ex-Congressman Clark, also has been an out-spoken friend of Osteopathy.

While in the south part of the state near the home of Senator Cockrill, I also met him, and found him to be very kind and encouraging.

Senator Vest always treated me with gentlemanly kindness. Though these gentlemen were not Osteopaths themselves, they have been able to speak of Osteopathy more or less intelligently at the capital of the United States, for lo, these many years. Therefore, I am warranted in saying that Osteopathy has been planted and cultivated to some extent in our national capital for at least fifteen years.
I could speak of Ingalls and many other men who have represented Kansas, and their encouraging expressions of the science of Osteopathy; I could also make mention of Senator Foraker and his wife, of Ohio, who have been treated at the Infirmary, and many others of note.

The people of the Dakotas, of Nebraska, Oregon, California, Minnesota, Michigan and Wisconsin all know of Osteopathy; in fact, there is no state that has not some knowledge of Osteopathy, recognizing that it is a science based upon the visible and intelligent works of Deity, as a remedial science.

Osteopathy is now being ably represented in the capital city by H. E. Patterson and his wife, both are diplomates from the American School of Osteopathy.

Osteopathy in Washington, D. C., and All Other Places.

Dr. H. E. Patterson and wife, are both diplomates of the American School of Osteopathy. Their diplomas, like all parchments from this school, are the best recommendation we can give.

A. T. Still.

SOME RECENT CASES.

It has been some time since the Journal of Osteopathy has made mention of any of the many interesting cases which have been under treatment, during the past few months, at A. T. Still Infirmary. This has been due to the fact that the pages of the Journal have been taken up with matters of interest to the patrons in general and in the discussion of scientific questions, but there are two cases of special interest we wish to make mention of this month.

The first is that of John H. Wilson, a business man of Billings, Montana. Mr. Wilson came to the Infirmary in September, suffering from a complication of hay fever and asthma; he had also a severe case of hemorrhoids. His trouble was of long standing, and he was almost discouraged concerning any relief, for he had tried many remedies, and had traveled from one place to another, hoping to gain relief by a change of climate, but all to no avail. After six weeks treatment at the Infirmary, he relates his case as follows:

"When I came to Kirksville a few weeks ago, I was in a very serious condition, and was suffering from a complication of troubles. I was using from half a pint to a pint of whiskey daily for the relief of asthma; I could sleep but a short time at night on account of smooth-ringing. I am now entirely cured of the hay fever, and my asthmatic trouble has almost disappeared; I use no whiskey and sleep well all night. The hemorrhoidal trouble has been entirely cured. I leave for my home feeling as though I had a new lease on life, and with the assurance of remaining well. Osteopathy has reached my case, and nothing else ever did; I knew enough of Osteopathy before I reached Kirksville to regard it as a wonderful healing art, and now I feel as though it is superior to all others, for it has proven so in my case. I feel under deep obligation to Drs. Kerr and Dufur, who had charge of my case."

The other case is that of Bensel Smythe, the fourteen year old son of Mrs. William E. Smythe, of New York City. Bensel fell, when two years of age, from a height of twenty-seven feet, and his injury dates from that time; there was a gradual contraction of muscles, and the pain that accompanied this was thought to be due to rheumatism, for which he was treated; the contraction grew worse, and he had to use crutches. He was treated in New York City by specialists, but he grew no better. Two years ago he was taken to Boston where the trouble was diagnosed as a severe case of hip disease. The treatment there was of no avail; Mrs. Smythe heard of Osteopathy a few months ago, and decided to come to Kirksville, hoping that the new science of healing might, at least, help her son. Her hopes have been more than realized, for she expects to return to her home with
Bensel entirely cured. When Bensel came, his left heel was on a level with the hollow of the right knee. He took his first treatment October 10th, Dr. Harry Still being the operator in charge; an improvement was noticed from the first; the ninth treatment was on November 7th, and on that day the left foot came down and Bensel could place it on the floor. Mrs. Sinythe regards the improvement as being almost miraculous, and her only regret is that she did not come sooner.

What does knowledge profit a man if in gaining it he loses his health?

If inclined to be nervous study to master yourself and exercise self control.

Eat nothing between meals, it is better to feel hungry for a little while than to do it.

See that you sit erect, do not sit forward on the seat then lean against its back, so straining the spine and compressing the bowels.

Always expect to be well, never calculate to be sick from any cause, this will help your system to resist what might become serious illness.

Teachers should consider themselves responsible for the care and growth of the bodies of the pupils placed in their charge, as well as for the mind and morals.

Clergymen should preach the importance of health culture, and that it is a sin to be sick as well as to do the wicked things so long preached against.

All the progress made by the world is the result of the mental secession of the individual from the control of dominant authority, fearless thinking from his own individual stand-point, uncompromising expression of the results of such thought, the clashing of varying opinions, and the gradual growth of tolerance among searchers after Truth.—Medical Brief.

THE EDUCATED TOUCH.

NO ONE knows better than the trained Osteopath the value and importance of the educated touch in the diagnosis of disease, for the proper training of the fingers to discriminate between normal and abnormal conditions in the human body is an important feature in Osteopathic education. In an article on this subject in the December number of the Medical Brief, the editor of that journal says:

"We know that the sense of touch can be so highly developed, so specialized through the education of the fingers, as to become a reliable substitute for vision. This has been demonstrated in the education of the blind. The vicarious work of the hand can not be distinguished from that performed by an individual possessing all his senses. Science has explained this marvel by pointing out the physiological hypertrophy and specialization of the nerve structures in the fingers. Simple sensibility being the primary root of all the senses, one may be developed at the expense of others, or a limited exchange of function be effected.

The educated finger is of great value to the doctor. Objective diagnosis is steadily assuming more importance. It is the scientific method. Subjective diagnosis is unreliable, because the patient regards his symptoms through the magnifying glass of imagination. Fright, self-pity, ignorance, inexperience make him exaggerate every symptom. The craving for sympathy, the pleasure of posing as a martyr, make him pile on the agony. The patient is unable to exercise any discrimination, and his statement of the case must be compared with the results of the doctor's physical examination, and the finding examined in the light of the information extracted regarding the man's previous history, together with the doctor's experience in similar cases. In this way only can facts be sifted out, and a truthful diagnosis rendered.

The scientific basis of such a diagnosis is the physical examination, and for this the educated finger is an absolute prerequisite. The doctor should learn by repeated practice on the healthy body to map out each organ, following the finger with an outline of blue chalk. Thin individuals with lax abdominal walls are best suited to the novice. After a certain amount of practise the physician will have no difficulty in mapping out an enlarged liver or spleen, a dilated stomach, or an impacted and prolapsed colon.

Along the spine we will find tender points which speak of congested areas in the cord and spinal nerves, which require treatment because of their evil influence on the function of parts to which they are distributed.

The educated finger is of value in diagnosing disease of the lungs, although the ear is our chief dependence in recognizing pulmonary and cardiac affections. The finger is also of service in palpating tumors and drop-sical effusions.
In diseases of the uterus and rectum, the educated finger yields its maximum of service. In the vagina the trained finger perceives the exact condition of the uterus. It notes whether it is enlarged, relaxed, succulent, and prolated from passive congestion, or whether its tissues are firm and tonically contracted.

It will also detect the presence of lacerations, scar tissue, ulceration, or new growths. The condition of the vagina and perineal body are then examined to see if they afford sufficient support to the pelvic organs. While yet in the vagina, the educated finger notes whether there is cystocoele, or rectocoele, or hardened feces in sigmoid flexure or rectum.

On entering the rectum, the condition of the sphincter, whether hypertrophied and tense, or feeble and relaxed, is of great importance, and throws a flood of light, not only on the physical status of the patient, but on his temperament and character as well.

The finger will also look for the little sac-like dilatations, "pockets" which accompany catarrhal inflammation and loss of tone in the walls of the rectum. These same dilatations occur along the course of the colon, making it very tortuous, almost paralyzing peristalsis, and favoring fecal impaction. The educated finger is also on the lookout for atrophy and cicaltral narrowing of the rectal walls, a pathological state which readily takes on malignancy.

Hemorrhoids, sinuses, fissures, ulcers, polypi, etc., are more commonplace conditions, but occasion a great deal of local suffering and reflex disturbance.

Take the trouble to educate your fingers, Doctor, and so make diagnosis something better than more or less successful guessing. The strain of competition must bring the truth to light in every line of human effort, but we shall only achieve it through the more painstaking efforts of the individual."

There is one thing doctors ought to know, one obvious conclusion which it seems they would all naturally reach—but many of them do not—and that is that sick people want to be cured, want to be rid of their trouble and suffering, and do not care at all about the means employed to accomplish the desired end. Patients do not care a fig whether they are cured ethically, scientifically, or how, so long as they are cured. Practical results are all they are interested in, and it is the doctor's strange failure to look at the matter from the patient's standpoint that is responsible for much so-called quackery.—Medical Brief.

Now is a good time to improve your health habits.

ADDRESS OF DR. J. MARTIN LITTLEJOHN BEFORE THE GRADUATING CLASS, OCT. 27, 1898.

IT FALLS to my lot by the approbation of my colleagues and the special invitation of the graduating class to address some words of welcome and felicitation on your attaining this high position. I can remember a distinguished scientist Sir William Thompson, Lord Kelvin, when delivering the final address to the graduating class of which I was a member, saying, "Gentlemen I am one of your class, if you will I am the senior member of your class." I hope it is in such a spirit I offer my congratulations to you, not with the authority of your master or teacher, but as your comrade. My duty is partly personal and partly on behalf of my colleagues. On their behalf as well as my own I have to express the good wishes, hopes and even fears concerning you which must ever fill the minds of honest teachers.

You pass from the class room into the wide arena of life, never to return again to the classroom so full of many of the pleasant memories of life. You must now begin the battle of life in a new profession. You will feel something of the friendships of life formed and broken, of associations interrupted it may be to be renewed in life or interrupted forever. You have been depending in a large measure on the guidance of your teachers, now you must stand alone; and I would ask you to continue the studies begun and so keep pace with the advance of knowledge and the progress of your science. Lectures are certainly not to be despised but you must gather your lectures from books. Remember what Milton said in that iconoclastic speech of his for the liberty of unlicensed printing, "a good book is the precious life blood of a master spirit, embalmed and treasured up for a life beyond." There is a fascination in the literature of your science. Remember however that the book of nature, physical and human, is before you in facts and experiments, observations and truth itself as gathered from the living springs of nature—these are the imperishable pages of literature for every true observer. Remember that among the woods, even among the stars, the great founder of this great science with skeletons and disarticulated bones of all kinds formulated to his own mind the science of Osteopathy. He put life into those dry bones, joined sinew to sinew, joint to joint, added the blood and lymph and finally the life itself, presenting to us a complete articulated skeleton, yes a completely living body.

John Hunter than whom no mightier genius figures in the field of biology and medical science, used to say to his students, "Don't think, but try." He did not mean to discourage intellectual activity or thought, for he himself was ceaseless in activity, but he meant that all intellectual activity means actual work in the field of experiment and observation. One great medical scientist puts it well when in his introductory lecture to his
students he said "how can we teach you effectually the fleeting phenomena of disease if you have not for yourselves investigated the corresponding phenomena of health?"

The past years have been very active in research, tending more and more to take medicine out of the realm of hypothesis and dogmatism, and to establish it on a firm foundation of facts. Diagnosis is becoming more perfect especially in the close relation in which it is brought to physiological and pathological knowledge of healthy and diseased conditions. What were formerly hypothetical lesions can be demonstrated by the cardiograph, the ophthalmoscope, and X-radiance. Perhaps Osteopathy has made no greater contribution to medical science than to render diagnosis veritably real rather than ideal. It is only through the perfection of diagnosis that our science can advance from dawn to daylight. It will require tremendous labors of love, multiplied observations and experiments in the genuine spirit of exact physical science to make this progress.

Learn to use your eyes and ears. You must lie in wait for knowledge and for the opportunities of acquiring it. Pursue the science and keep your profession above the mere doggerel of duty. Do not regard it as a means only of gaining a livelihood or as a Klondike. Do not make it the avenue of personal fame or greatness nor as an instrument of practical beneficence Emerson's ideal was a grand one:

"Tis nobleness to serve,
Help them who cannot help again;
Beware from right to swerve."

There is a peculiar sacredness in the science and art of healing. You must face the most affecting scenes that mortals ever see and receive the great confidences that men can give. Can you tell from whence life comes, whether it goes and for what purpose it exists. When your hands are laid on the sick, lay them on reverently as if you were dealing with the master mechanism of earth and heaven, the body of man than which no more perfect embodiment of divine wisdom ever appeared. But you are to remember that even from the standpoint of science your profession is noble. The pure love of science for science's sake is a noble ideal. Thousands of years have rolled by into the mystery of the forever past that you may know this science; the science of thousands of years has gone by unsaid to you; the science of thousands of years has gone by unnoticed. It is a noble ideal. What will you do with the treasures that lie in your hands? Become a spoiled child of science or the heroic champion of the latest truth. Do not let the aura sacra famae eat out the vitals of your life; let your ambition to be in the race for fame, not intoxicated by the desire for fame, as Milton says,

"Fame is the spur which the clear spirit doth raise,
That last infirmity of noble mind,
To scorn delights and live laborious days."

High above fame and wealth and even honor stands the spirit of self-sacrifice, of devotion and consecration to duty in the preservation of your own life and your science untainted. It is no longer possible to condemn a man for not believing as his fathers, for this is the daylight of true science. We all believe in the circulation of the blood although Bacon set it aside as unworthy of his great genius, but we do not so because it is a theory but because it is a demonstrated fact sustained by careful research. Truth sustains itself by the sheer force of its own inherent stability. Verbal coercion is as cruel as the inquisition, professional tyranny is as blood-thirsty as the Spaniard and as sure to fall under the progressive advance of enlightened liberty.

The old science of medicine represented by drugs began to fall long ago by the attacks of scepticism. Scepticism always comes before truth. Even physicians have been questioning for the past fifty years the so-called orthodox remedies, and others have been groping in the dark for something. But the positive stage has been reached, for what scepticism can question, genius alone can replace. I think there is no greater mark of freedom than when a man feels he can call his soul his own and possess his soul in peace when others are persecuting and slandering him. In Molierè's plays we find an inimitable picture of one who was by nature a semi-fool turned by art into a physician. His mind as Goethe has it, was well broken in and faced up in Spanish boots. "After many strokes of the hammer on the iron," as Moliere says, he got his diploma but his highest recommendation was that he attached himself blindly to the opinions of his forefathers. I hope that this may never be said of any of you.

In 1566 the faculty of medicine in Paris started the movement that has been crowned with success by the labors of Dr. Still. By unanimous decree they passed this resolution, "that antimony is deleterious and to be counted among the poisons. Nor can it be amended by any other preparation so as to be taken without injury." In 1615 the same faculty unanimously interdicted drug vendors and called upon all judges to deal severely with those who prescribe, administer or exhibit for sale the said medicines. Both of these acts were ratified by the French Parliament and continued in force for 100 years.

We do not wish to rob Dr. Still of any of the honor that is his own. We do not believe that Osteopathy existed in ancient Greece or anywhere else, till the silent, but unconquerable enthusiasm of that true genius of the Mississippi valley knocked at the door of truth and found an entrance, bringing out in his own inimitable way a new curative science never before known in the world. It is an absurdity to suppose that the ancient Greeks knew anything of Osteopathy. They did not know the fundamental principles on which it could be built. Aristotle, than whom no philosopher is greater, had no higher use for the brain than to provide lubricating fluid for the eyes. If Osteopathy represents anything it is the crowning ac-
Osteopathy crowns man with special glory. Standing on one of nature's piazzas gazing out over the arena of nature and life is nature's master. Above the lifeless and unreasoning he is conscious of all that is around and even within himself. In man there is not only power of life but power of mind that develops and expands, limited only by the finitude of human being. The best we can say of it is

"It comes; it goes, a fleeting flame divine,
Life is for man to live but not define."

In every age and land the truly great are destined to become immortal. Thy world to-day is indebted most to the seekers after truth, who stand out in the foreground as the guiding geniuses of human progress. In the last age of the 19th century, we are nearing the twilight of stupendous advancement; because we are entering on an era in which past failures will be blotted out, future achievements will be rendered doubly glorious in the light of the progress of humanity and brotherhood. The men who have made the world better have been lovers of the human race. Such a man was Andrew Taylor Still, who against the counsel of friends and in spite of the threats of enemies, with an unquenchable faith in humanity forged right ahead where even angels might fear to tread. He reasoned for himself, experimented for himself, watched the progress of his researches and to this day bears in his head and heart that child of his heart and brains. I think that nothing raises Dr. Still so high in the esteem of his followers as his love for humanity. He has told us that he had a double purpose all through his career, the desire to gain a knowledge of the mechanism of the human system, loving knowledge for its own sake; and as a means of cure for the ills to which human flesh is heir.

No nobler purpose can fill your lives. On you falls the mantle from Dr. Still's shoulders. Long may he live to adorn the science and to dignify the profession he founded. But even while he lives he casts the mantle upon your shoulders, asking you to carry the truth to the remotest corners of this land. You have simply graduated in the fundamentals, the vitals are left with you to work out in your practice. It is only yesterday that we began to look on the body as a great living mechanism. In order that the vital force may be unobstructed the different parts of the machine must operate in harmony, the skeleton must be adjusted to every motion of bone, ligament and muscle; pure air must penetrate every minute cell of an unin-
paths should be surgeons. If surgery is a necessity in certain cases, we ought to be able to deal with such cases. If we believe that modern surgery represents a mania for needless operations, the Osteopath can reform this only by applying Osteopathic surgery to cases that demand it. This is in line with the charter purpose of this Institution, which designs to improve our present system of surgery.

You are entering the arena to aid in preventing disease, to maintain health and to add to the comfort even of the healthy. Be it your ambition to lessen human suffering, to diminish at least the penalty imposed on the violation of physiological laws and to educate the people to care for and safeguard that greatest of all the gifts of beneficence, the human body. We, your instructors, have tried to be faithful to our duty in teaching you the principles of our science. Our words may perish but we trust that the lessons you have received and the mold in which your lives have been cast, may these remain as eternal verities. Our imperfections and failures we beg you to obliterate from memory and carry out with you the thought that we wish you success in your chosen fields. Whether you dwell far distant or near at hand our thoughts and memories will often cluster around you in the hopeful ambition that you are loyal to us and the cause of Osteopathy.

Graduates of the January class, You have a greater measure of responsibility than any who have graduated before you, because you bear the honor and inherit the responsibilities of all who have gone before you. Tennyson speaks of knowledge as the elder child and wisdom as the younger and wiser child, walking side by side in the procession of those that eye to eye shall look on knowledge. We trust that you may be the child of wisdom. It is wisdom's prerogative to preside over every subordinate principle; it gives final direction to all the powers of man's nature and becomes the final umpire in human activity.

I cannot say more but may add the greeting of Shakespeare,

"The five best senses
Acknowledge thee their patron; and come freely
To gratulate thy plenteous bosom."

I thank you for the honor conferred on me in asking me to address you and for your kind attention to my words.
WHY I AM STUDYING OSTEOPATHY.

THINKING that it would be of general interest to the public, to know why so many students are engaged in the study of the new healing science, Osteopathy, a reporter of this JOURNAL called upon a member now in attendance at the American School of Osteopathy, and asked the question—“Why are you studying Osteopathy?”

MRS. CLARA J. RHOTEHAMEL.

The first one approached was Mrs. Clara J. Rhotehamel, of Greenville, Ohio, member of the February 1898, class. Mrs. Rhotehamel, before she became a student, fell from a bicycle, injuring her hip; she was under the care of the medical doctors thirteen weeks, who kept the limb in a plaster cast part of the time; no apparent improvement being noticeable, she went to an Osteopathic doctor, and in two weeks, had laid down her crutches. She tells why she is studying as follows:

“IT is due to the gratitude I felt toward Dr. A. T. Still, coupled with a desire to learn a new science, that does with such good effect, carry out the intentions of the Divine Creator, that within our own bodies shall be found the remedy for all ills that flesh is heir to.

While woman’s noblest sphere is motherhood, akin to that comes her adaptability to administer to others, and in no way can she so ably and beautifully qualify herself for that work as in the study of Osteopathy. The pestilences that used to come upon man are in a measure disappearing before the Osteopath’s skill. Science has stayed the hand of wrath.”

PROF. J. W. FORQUER.

Prof. J. W. Forquer, who, after holding the chair of music in the State Normal school of Kirksville, Missouri, for many years, resigned his position in order to enter the September, 1898, class.

“I am studying Osteopathy because I believe it to be a great science, founded upon the supreme laws of nature.

Being an earnest believer in the laws of nature and their workings, and seeing that true Osteopathy is based upon those laws, I do not hesitate, to take up such a work, in which there is so great an opportunity to do good. I believe that all who enter into the practice of Osteopathy conscientiously, their intention being based upon a sincere and noble purpose, will be fully repaid for their study and work. But I do not think that any one should enter upon such a responsible work unless he first makes up his mind to work hard and study earnestly that he may be fully competent to sustain
the rank and title of his profession. The man or woman who would be a
true exponent of the science of Osteopathy, and would wish to perpetuate
its usefulness and advancement, must surely have a nobler object in view
than the gaining of mere dollars and cents."

PROF. R. B. ARNOLD.

Prof. R. B. Arnold, for many years a teacher in the State Normal
School of Kirksville, Missouri, and a man prominent in educational work,
answered as follows:

"I believe that Osteopathy furnishes the best opening for a live intelli-
gen person that can be found. That Osteopathy cures many cases which
drugs cannot reach is a fact too well established to admit of any question.
The work being done by simple manipulation is entirely free from any of
the evil effects of poisonous substances taken into the system. Osteopathy
is a science based upon the relations of cause and effect. In diagnosis the
operator reasons from effect back to cause; in treatment of disease, from
cause to effect. While Osteopathy has accomplished wonderful results, it
is still in its infancy and furnishes an inviting field for the investigating
mind. To those who feel a desire to relieve human suffering Osteopathy
offers an equipment unequaled by any other system of healing. From a
financial standpoint, the outlook is most promising. The course of study is
excellent, being based upon a thorough knowledge of the human system,
studied from every standpoint. Taken all in all, I can only regret that I
did not begin the study earlier."

MR. GREENWOOD LIGON.

Mr. Greenwood Ligon, a prominent lawyer, and engaged in the real
estate business, in Okolona, Miss., for a number of years, is a member of the
February 1898, class. He said:

"I am studying Osteopathy because I believe it presents the broadest,
the most interesting and the most satisfactory field of all modern profes-
sions; and one too, in which I feel I can make more people debtors to me
for deeds of charity than in any other. After passing forty-seven summers
I could not afford to quit a lucrative business for a fake, even if so disposed,
and hence before undertaking the study of the new science I required the
proofs of its claims. They were furnished to my entire satisfaction, con-
vincing me of its efficacy as a therapeutic science and of the futility of
drugs."

ELLEN LEE BARRETT LIGON.

Ellen Lee Barrett Ligon is also a member of the February, 1898 class.

Mrs. Ligon is one of the finest elocutionists in America, and is an honorary
member of the National Editorial Association and of the State (Miss.) Press
Association. Her answer to the question was as follows:

"The grand-daughter, great grand-daughter, and niece of doctors of the
regular school, I grew up in the strictest tenets of the faith that any system
that was not "regular," was quackery. Abiding in this faith, I tried unavail-
ingly for years the best doctors of the "regular" school, in my effort to
recover lost health. Tying Osteopathy as a last resort and being cured in
the A. T. Still Infirmary, upon investigation I found the principles of the
new science resting upon the foundation of Nature's eternal truths, and so
positive and exact as to be efficiently taught. Having obtained relief myself
and having found a scientific field profound and satisfying, it became my
most earnest desire to possess myself of this knowledge—the power of
relieving suffering, that my life henceforth might be amplified by this most
benign and womanly attainment."

PROF. E. R. BOOTH.

Prof. E. R. Booth, a member of the September 1898 class, was the next
one interviewed. Prof. Booth is a graduate of the National Normal University
of Lebanon, Ohio. He received the degrees of A. M. and Ph. D. from the
Wooster University on examination. He has been principal of the High
school in Sedalia, Mo., a teacher in the Training School of Washington Uni-
versity, St. Louis, Missouri, and has been president of the Missouri State
Teachers' Association, and president of the Southwestern Ohio Teachers'
Association. He is now a member of several teachers' associations and
clubs in Ohio. Prof. Booth says:

"The healing art has always been an attractive subject to me. The
greater part of Gunn's Domestic Medicine, including the materia medica,
and several other similar works, furnished me with instruction and enter-
tainment in my boyhood. But the fear that too large a dose of some
"mild," purely vegetable compound, such as aconite or nux vomica, might
be given with serious or fatal results, stood in the way of my making the
practice of medicine my profession. Later several brief works on the
principles and practice of homeopathy attracted my attention. There sure
would be no danger of an overdose by this method; but how the desired
results could be brought about on the similia similibus curatur and infinites-
mal dose principle did not appear.

Under both allopathic and homeopathic treatment loved ones have died,
while in the hands of physicians of the highest repute. Others have failed
in health and continued to decline in spite of the efforts of physicians of the
highest standing. Under Osteopathic treatment such cases have yielded
and the disease has been checked or wholly eradicated. The difference in
results could not be denied, and an explanation of the purpose of the Osteo-
path's manipulations convinced me that Osteopathy is founded upon common sense accompanied by a knowledge of the normal and abnormal histological, anatomical, and physiological conditions of the human body.

In short Osteopathy is the only means of healing the afflicted that has ever appealed to my judgment; and in order to contribute my mite to the relief of suffering humanity I am trying to become familiar with its principles and practice."

WILFRED E. HARRIS.

Wilfred E. Harris, of Aylesford, Nova Scotia, is a member of the February 1898 class. Before entering the American School of Osteopathy he was connected with the Passenger and Freight Department of the Dominion Atlantic Railroad for eight years. Mr. Harris gave his answer as follows:

So frequently have I been asked the question "how did you ever hear of Osteopathy away up in Nova Scotia?" or "Whatever induced you to come so far away from your home to study Osteopathy?" that I felt it might be of some interest to your readers to know exactly what the circumstances were which brought about my coming to Kirkville. I will herein briefly relate these circumstances, trusting that my friends will not longer look upon me with curious eyes, on account of my coming such a long distance to study this great new science called "Osteopathy."

It was in the spring of 1897 that a friend of mine whose home is in Boston, Mass., was visiting in my native province, and first told me of Osteopathy. My friend told me of the wonderful cures a certain Dr. Helmer was performing in the state of Vermont, and so miraculous did some of these cures seem to be, that I was honest enough to tell my friend that I at least took no stock in such ridiculous stories; but had no objection to allowing others to believe, or disbelieve whatever they chose to. You can readily imagine, my remarks so highly savoured with scepticism, were not at all pleasing to my friend, who firmly believed in the merits of Osteopathy.

The next time I heard of Osteopathy was late in the summer of the same year, when a friend of my mother residing in Halifax, N. S., wrote and told her that a doctor of Osteopathy had come to Halifax to remain two months, and the friend in question, was extremely anxious that my mother should place herself in this man's hands for treatment. I will just state the act that mother had been invalid for several years; and though she had been treated regularly during this period by the best available medical advisers she was still in a very weak and miserable condition. I am, as a rule, inclined to look upon all new departures in the art of healing with a great deal of suspicion, and consequently when my mother came to me for advice upon the subject in question, I strongly advised her against taking up with a "fakir," and said I felt all was being done for her that could be done, and I thought it foolish to throw away money upon such men as I imagined my good friend Dr. W. E. Greene to be, before I became acquainted with him, or his scientific method of treating human ailments. Notwithstanding my disapproval, my mother took two months treatment under Dr. Green, and received such a vast deal of benefit, that she came back home, not only a convert to Osteopathy, but firmly convinced that it would be advisable for me to take a course of treatment, and also take up the study of this science myself. At first I was simply astonished, and could only ridicule such an idea. What! I give up my position, give up my home, and friends so dear, and perhaps give up my very life, in traveling thousands of miles into a strange country, to take up my abode amongst strangers, and waste two valuable years in acquiring a profession of which I knew absolutely nothing? Well! not much! I was no such fool! Whilst you can see from the tenor of the above exclamations that I did not take kindly to my mother's absurd proposition, I at once commenced to investigate the whole matter closely, and daily grew more deeply interested as my knowledge of Osteopathy increased with the facts gleaned from literature supplied me by the American School of Osteopathy (to which institution I had appealed for information) as well as the information given me by Dr. Greene, with whom I became intimately acquainted when I visited Halifax, myself.

For years previous to this I had been considering whether or not I should be wise in entering upon the study of medicine, but whenever I looked the matter fairly in the face two great obstacles invariably presented themselves, and caused me to vacillate, and postpone action, from month to month, and from year to year, and never reach a final decision. The obstacles which stood in the way of my studying medicine were as follows: 1st. I had not sufficient faith in the efficacy of drugs as a curative agent to devote my life to its practise. 2d. The field appeared to be so completely filled with competent and incompetent medical practitioners that I fore-saw years of hard struggling before I could hope to establish a lucrative practise should my success as a physician be ever so great. When I looked more deeply into the facts concerning Osteopathy, I saw before me a field unlimited in extent, and full of possibilities which were sufficiently great to tempt any thinking man to take up this grand new science as his choice of a life work. After some months of investigating, and anxious consideration, strengthened by the best advice of some of my warmest friends, I decided to enter the "American School of Osteopathy," and commence my studies with the class beginning work February 1st, 1898. When leaving home I decided to visit Kirkville, make a more thorough investigation of Osteopathy and its merits, and learn for myself, from those best qualified to judge, whether or not, Osteopathy was really all that its followers claimed for it. I was also desirous of seeing what kind of a school was located in Kirkville, as well as to meet the members of the faculty personally, and judge for myself, whether these men, were in my mind, qualified to teach in
a proper manner, the various branches which come under the head of a thorough Osteopathic training.

I shall now briefly tell my readers what came to pass after leaving home. I did not mention the object of my journey many times on my way west, nor did I hear Osteopathy spoken of until I reached St. Louis, but I was surprised as well as amused when I entered a crowded car on the Kansas City morning express, to learn that the theme of several animated conversations carried on by several groups of passengers was Osteopathy, and Dr. Still. I would catch a few words from the conversation of someone every few minutes which bore reference to the matter which was of such vital importance to myself. From this point on 'till I reached Kirksville all my fellow passengers seemed to be interested in a common cause, that of Osteopathy. Dr. Still, the discoverer of this science was referred to in a manner which we would expect a band of pilgrims, enroute to Mecca, to refer to the great Mahomet. What I found on reaching my destination surprised and pleased me very greatly.

I was not in Kirksville more than a very few days before I concluded that the American School of Osteopathy and the A.T. Still Infirmary comprised the great center upon which the various business interests of the city rested.

The school building which is an immense brick structure containing sixty-eight rooms, was found to be furnished throughout with all the latest and most approved equipment required in a high class institution of this order. The large number of patients taking treatment, and the multiplicity of diseases which they furnished to baffle the skill of Osteopaths, fully satisfied me, that there must be a great deal in this science, which had made such a famous reputation, in so short a time, in curing so many hopeless cases. The class of people coming here for treatment appear to be largely made up of those who suffer from some chronic disorder, pronounced incurable by physicians of the school.

I was surprised, as well as reassured, when I saw the class of students who had taken up Osteopathy. The classes were made up of men and women of all ages, varying from eighteen to sixty years, and representing nearly all branches of business and professional life. Some of the brightest, and most intelligent people it has ever been my good fortune to meet with, are taking a course in this institution.

Many of the students I met were medical doctors, of high standing, who had grown tired of the disappointing results met with in the practise of medicine, and had cast in their futures with our great new science. I will say but a word as to the gentlemen who comprise the teaching staff of the American School of Osteopathy. Should I attempt to speak of each member of the faculty individually, and tell you what the impression was which I gained from meeting with them I would find insufficient space. Should I attempt to single out any one of these men I would have to say in each case that he was a gentleman, highly educated, and eminently qualified to fill the high position in which I found him. Consequently I will not make special reference to any particular member of the staff, for in each case I would have to describe a character which I cannot do justice to in a few words.

Such are the facts as I found them, and this explains why I chose to study Osteopathy in preference to any other profession. Let me say to all my friends who are ignorant of the facts concerning Osteopathy that I make this claim for it, that it embraces all the various branches given the student in a full medical course except Materia Medica. Our course is in some ways more extensive than the ordinary medical course, and whenever the faculty considers it prudent or necessary, the curriculum of this institution is extended. If any new invention, for example, the X-Ray apparatus, is thought to be of value to the students or patients, the same is purchased forthwith. Moreover we claim that Osteopathy is based solely upon sound and scientific principles, and conforms to all the immutable laws of God and nature. We study thoroughly the anatomy of the human body; studying closely the location, and structural formation of its various organs, and enter into the minutiae of that branch fully. We make such a thorough study of the whole nervous system as to be able to send a desired impulse from a nerve centre, or its peripheral termination, to a diseased organ, and thereby aid nature in restoring that organ to its normal condition. A thorough knowledge of the nerves, and their connections, enables the Osteopath to impart impulses to a distant organ by working through a centre, or nerve terminal, stimulating, or inhibiting its action as the case may require, thereby producing harmonious action, just as the accurate touch of the well-trained pianist produces harmonious sounds upon the stringed instrument.

Osteopathy is purely scientific as it always seeks to aid nature in her own way, and does not resort to the administration of innumerable drugs, the beneficial effect of which is always uncertain, if not entirely wanting. The value and merits of surgery are fully recognized by the Osteopath, and his course embraces a knowledge of this important branch including obstetrics and gynecology. A thorough study of dietetics and hygiene is just as essential to a doctor of Osteopathy as to a doctor of medicine, and consequently these branches receive his close attention. We get all the truths in medicine, but we leave its fallacies to be practiced by others.

Whilst we find students here hailing from the Atlantic on the one side to New Zealand on the other, I have the honor of being the first student of Osteopathy from the maritime provinces. At the end of my course I shall hope to carry the banner of this new science back to the land of my birth, and be allowed to confer upon my own people its blessings.
MEDICAL INCONSISTENCY.

No two Medical doctors agree. It is very rare indeed in cases a, little out of the ordinary or even in ordinary cases, that two doctors from the same school, if consulted separately, will prescribe the same medicines. This goes to show that drug medication is not a science. If the theory of drug medication is a science why surround it with an air of Latinism and a veil of mystery in order to keep it beyond the grasp of the ordinary public? Although drugs have been prescribed from time immemorial and are used everywhere, today there is a great amount of uncertainty about the results obtained and their use becomes a series of continued experiments. The drug doctor visits his patients and tries this or that drug always to be taken with a certain regularity of time, even if the patient must be aroused from sleep to take it. The patient gets worse and the doctor experiments with another drug, and still another, all to no avail. A consultation of M. D.'s is called, and possibly other experiments are tried. The patient dies. The blame is laid to the mysterious ways of Providence. If, on the other hand, the patient recovers in spite of the drugs and the disease, "Medical skill has triumphed" and the doctor's last experiment was a success. If the case has been a complicated one the formula of the last experiment is published throughout the country as a great discovery, only to be tried by others with perhaps a complete failure as a result. If the loss of money was all that follows the stupid practice of drug medication it would not be so bad, but such is not the case.

It is well known that the lives of Washington, Conkling, Elliott, Shephard, and others were cut short by the stupidity of so-called medical wisdom. How many tens of thousands of the great unknown have met a premature death in the same way will never be known. As was said before, drug medication is nothing but experimentation on the part of the doctor and blind faith on the part of the patient. It does not, and never will, reach the dignity of a science.

Osteopathy on the contrary is founded on strictly scientific principles and instead of shortening or destroying life, saves it in hundreds of cases where drugs have failed. The faith in "something to take" is deep rooted, however, and like the old system of "blood letting" will take time to overcome, but time and common sense work wonders and we bide the time.

COME LET US REASON TOGETHER.
Ellen Barret Ligon

"Thinking is the least exerted privilege of cultivated humanity," as, for the most part, people are born to their opinions, and the mind will be positive and fierce for and against propositions, whose evidence it has never examined. Yet whoever has attentively meditated on the progress of the human race, cannot fail to discern that there is now a spirit of inquiry among men which nothing can stop or even materially control, and to the attainment of truth, freedom of inquiry is absolutely essential, for reason and free inquiry are the only effectual antidotes of error. The result is that this more progressive spirit is constantly delving in Nature's rich mines and giving to the world some new-found truth, which is fiercely denounced by dogmatic, non-investigators as rubbish.

It is the prerogative and duty of science to demand of the avowed discoverer, proof of the validity of his claims, but when the theory is once proven it is also the duty of science to declare to mankind the value of the discovery.

The scientific bases upon which we work are, almost without exception, theories demonstrable only by their results, but as long as the results continue to prove the theory we are certainly justifiable in adopting it. Here comes the question: "How much proof is necessary to prove?" When a German chemist has boiled a substance five hundred times to prove that it does boil at a certain temperature, and gets, each time the same result, it is generally conceded that the boiling point of that substance is about accurately known. Let us say then that five hundred repetitions of the same effect from the same cause would seem to indicate a logical connection between that cause and its constantly recurring effect. Are scientists willing to admit that five hundred repetitions of the same experiment with the same result prove a theory? If not, will five thousand repetitions be enough? No. This is at present the unscientific attitude of a great part of the scientific world toward a revolutionizing modern discovery. A thinker has declared that he has discovered that certain causes, hitherto overlooked, produce certain effects. This theory has passed beyond the realm of words, and has been tested in more than a hundred thousand cases, with corroborating results; and yet, there are those who not only discredit it, but refuse to investigate it, because, (and here is some brilliant reasoning) "if these things were true, they would have been discovered before." Has any great truth ever been discovered that has not existed through all time? or was any great scientific fact ever known before it was discovered? Dr. A. T. Still in discovering truths, on which is based the new therapeutic science which he calls Osteopathy, has not changed "one jot nor one title of the
law.” In encountering ridicule, denunciation, and persecution he but travels the same road traversed before him by great pioneer doctors.

The blood had circulated in the same old way through all the ages, but till Harvey came there was not one who understood the philosophy of it.

Through centuries king and peasant alike died of small-pox, defenceless against its loathsome power, because no Jenner had noticed with thinking mind that the milkers who had cow-pox never contracted small-pox. But we to unto the doctor who dares to introduce a revolutionary idea into his science—the record from the beginning has been, of persecution. We are told mythologically that Asclepius himself, the father of the science, was, in order to appease the jealousy of Pluto, killed by a thunderbolt because he saved so many lives,

Ambroise Pare was at first ostracised because he insisted upon a simple dressing for gunshot wounds instead of boiling oil, and ligatures for blood-vessels, in amputation, instead of cautery.

Mesmer’s discovery of animal magnetism which all the world now admits under one name or another was thus reported by the medical board of Paris when sent by the king to investigate it: “In regard to the existence and the utility of animal magnetism they have come to the unanimous conclusion that there is no proof of the existence of the animal magnetic fluid; that this fluid having no existence, is consequently without utility;” and Mesmer spent the rest of his life in exile and retirement.

Of Harvey we are told: “For many years Harvey experienced the treatment with which all innovators or discoverers are familiar and complained that his practice declined considerably after the publication of his treatise on the circulation of the blood, a result which he had indeed predicted.”

Jenner’s experience runneth thus: “During all this time he met with little encouragement from physicians. His reception was discouraging in the extreme. Not only did the doctors refuse to make trial of the process, but the discoverer was accused of an attempt to “bestialize” his species by introducing into their system diseased matter from a cow’s udder; vaccination was denounced from the pulpit as “diabolical,” and the most monstrous statements respecting its effects were disseminated and believed.”

Each of these had to pay a bitter tribute to injustice. Dr. Still is one more who has asked of Nature another “Why,” and received her answer.

Since other innovators in the science have first been sneered at and afterwards proved right, it would be both reasonable and humane, in the face of the constantly multiplying proof of the efficacy of Osteopathy, to at least investigate its philosophy and its proofs as exhibited in its results. It is neither dignified nor scientific to condemn a theory without having given the subject an intelligent consideration. Now, as never before, particularly in the scientific world, “the heresy of to-day becomes the orthodoxy of to-morrow.”

Since the entire body is a network of nerves or human electric wires, through which are controlled all the vital forces, when any man can say what passes over other electric wires, as the operator touches the key and the message of life or death passes through, or what force passes over the nerve when it conveys the order from the brain to the foot to kick, and it kicks, then he may be prepared to dispute Dr. Still’s assertion that, knowing where to find the directing nerves of the various functions of the organs, we can control or excite those forces more surely and specifically by direct pressure upon the nerve than by the uncertain method of drugging the stomach.

It is absolutely certain that the structures are there, and he has demonstrated that, treated in specific ways, proved results follow. The proof is in the result.

“Wisdom is a palace of which only the vestibule has been entered; nor can we guess what treasures are hid in those chambers of which the experience of the past can afford us neither analogy nor clue.”

Don’t coddle your complaints.

“Nature has a wonderful power of putting things right in the end.”

Do not wear clothing too warm for comfort; more suffer from over dressing than from the lack of clothing.

Women should take five minutes a day from work and lie flat on the back, all muscles relaxed, with eyes closed, and it will be found a wonderful preserver of health, beauty and strength.

People who are not vaccinated, are not allowed to vote in Norway, says an exchange. What connection there may be between smallpox and the suffrage is not entirely plain.

Hero-worship is the salvation of the race. It teaches the masses how the obscure unit may ascend from darkness into daylight—from oblivion into immortality. As an individual rises by self-power—by determining will force—so all may at length arise. The individual shall shape humanity—mankind shall be a race of freemen. To declare the gospel of the free man—the liberty of the individual—this is the religion of the future. Self-responsibility—self-justification and self-damnation—are the tenets of to-morrow.

—H. Frank, in Coming Light.
THE PNEUMOgastrIC NERVE.

Upon an average twice a week,
When anguish clouds my brow,
My good physician friend I seek
To know "what ails me now;"
He taps me on the back and chest
And scans my tongue for bile
And lays an ear against my breast
And listens there awhile.
Then is he ready to admit
That all he can observe
Is something wrong inside— to wit,
My pneumatic nerve!

Now, when these Latin names within
Dyspeptic hulks like mine
Go wrong a fellow should begin
To draw what's called the line.
It seems, however, that this same,
Which is my hulk abounds,
Is not, despite its awful name,
So fatal as it sounds,
Yet of all torments known to me
I'll say without reserve.
There is no torment like to thee,
Thou pneumatic nerve!

This subtle, envious nerve appears
To be a patient foe—
It waited nearly forty years
Its chance to lay me low;
Then, like some blithering blast of hell,
It struck this guileless bard,
And in that evil hour I fell
Prodigious far and hard.
Alas, what things I dearly love—
Pies, puddings and preserves—
Are sure to rouse the vengeance of
All pneumatic nerves!

Oh, that I could remodel man!
I'd end these cruel pains
By hitting on a different plan
From that which now obtains.
The stomach, greatly amplified,
Anon should occupy
The all of that domain inside
Where heart and lungs now lie,
But first of all I should dispose
That diabolic curve
And author of my thousand woes,
The pneumatic nerve! —Eugene Field.
fail me when I would attempt adequately to set forth the profound benefit and help, your life has had upon mankind. Obscure, remote, in somewhat of a melancholy spirit, have you worked toward an end, which you were convinced beyond question was the end to be attained by many in seeking for health. Through many years of obscurity, of ridicule and scoffing, have you labored, being absolutely sure, as later events have proved, that you were right, and that the truth of God and of nature lay at your finger ends. We are most profoundly grateful that events, did not in those years of almost fruitless toil take a different turn. We are glad that in the face of almost insurmountable obstacles, you did "not" turn your face backward in discouragement, and so have permitted this child—the youthful offspring of science—to fall still-born unto the darkness of time.

"It has long been the custom of the world to give a great benefactor little or no honor during the years of his life, only recognizing him after he has departed hence, and then tardily recognizing his merits, to erect monuments to his memory. We are glad again that this order in your case, Dr. Still, has been reversed. We are glad that you have live to see the fruition of your great life-work, and our earnest hope is, that you will be spared to us, and to man, for years to come, and that every man, woman and child in this great free land, yea in the whole world, shall turn to this glorious science for relief, when illness comes. In the closing years of this most eventful century we may point with greater pride, than to any other achievement which has preceded it, the discovery of Osteopathy, the greatest boon which has ever fallen to the lot of man. For its discovery and for the bringing of it to its present almost completed shape; for the untold benefits which must accrue to mankind from its application and practice, the world shall ever be indebted to you, and we say now most confidently, that notwithstanding the claims which others make so glibly, no one shall ever take from you the glory and renown which must always attach to him who first gave to man this matchless science.

"We are all proud to be called graduates of the American School of Osteopathy, and in that pride let us never do one single thing which might in anywise bring discredit upon our Alma Mater. By our actions and by our words let us show to others, who will eventually learn from us of this healing art, that this school equips men and women for this work more completely and more thoroughly than any other institution."

---

HAD Dr. William Harvey been a man of putty, or in any sense a weak-kneed supporter of what he conceived to be the fundamental problem in physiology, he never would have discovered and proved his theory of the circulation of the blood. His theory was not only bitterly opposed, as being a mere chimera of the brain, but so little was he appreciated, that his prescriptions among the apothecaries of the day were regarded as entirely worthless. He continued, however, for years, in spite of all opposition, to prosecute with a sleepless purpose, his theory of the circulation of the blood. He laid down the proposition that wise men must learn anatomy, not from decrees of philosophers, but from the fabric of nature itself, and in pursuance of that idea, his investigations covered a wide range of subjects, extending from man down through the animal kingdom, including the unhatched chicken, and even the serpent, before he announced the complete demonstration of the problem, for which he had for so many years labored.

Had there not been a Columbus, the discovery of the New World might have remained merely a problem, for an indefinite period. Its solution would have certainly not been attempted by any of his contemporaries for they, the best, and most accurate geographers of that age, scoffed at the theory he advanced, and prevented him by their well known opposition, from obtaining an opportunity to prove what he claimed for many years after the thought had been projected.

Scientific men pronounced Robert Fulton's steamboat scheme visionary and impracticable, but he went on with his work. Years passed before the realization came. It was on the 10th of May, 1807, that a large concourse of people assembled at the wharf on the banks of the Hudson river, to see the steam-boat "Clermont" leave the shore, propelled by steam and destined for Albany. The more ignorant of these were guided thither by curiosity. The great majority met there as scoffers, believing that the steamer would prove to be a failure, and that Fulton's ideas, which he had cherished for years, would be exploded in failure. But behold the results which have followed from that successful trial trip of the "Clermont." Look at the river and the ocean steamers, which have since plowed all the navigable streams of the habitable globe, and have carried their freights of humanity and commerce into every part of the world.

Had Professor Morse taken the advice of friends, the progress and development of telegraphy might have been stayed for years, and civilization checked on its onward progress. The old world and the new would have remained on the opposite sides of the ocean, and had not communion
with each other, save through the old medium of ships. The possibilities of the Atlantic cable would have been a dream. Intellectual growth would have been retarded. Commerce would have been slow in development; business and trade would have lagged, and all the interests of men, as well as of governments and nations, would have moved along in the same old grooves.

The man who attempts to invade the field of science, with the purpose of adding another trophy to those which have already been won, will not find his pathway strewn with flowers. A portion of the way may have been blazed by those who have preceded him, but, if he is to win in his researches, he must pass the uttermost limits which have hitherto been attained by any and all others. He must become the solitary adventurer, upon virgin soil which has never been pressed by the foot of man.

The man who dares to combat the old established theories or dogmas, which have been advocated and upheld by learned universities, with a long line of learned professors, willing to travel right along in the old worn ruts, is generally branded as a fanatic. Not a few of them have been regarded as off their balance, and have been objects of such commiseration to their dearest friends, that the insane asylum has been gravely hinted at as being a fit place for men thus afflicted. The jealousy which exists in all well established professions will not tamely submit to innovations which strike at what they conceive fundamental principles. They will not sit quietly by and see prop after prop being knocked from under them, without making a desperate effort to save intact the entire foundation as well as the superstructure. Loyalty to old established customs, methods and theories, impel them to interpose the arm of defense.

No class of people are quicker to dispute the advance of a thought or a principle, which tends to interfere with what they deem to be their rights, than the medical profession. Medical ethics and medical etiquette are carried so far; that they become ridiculous in the extreme. That species of snobbery which will not permit one school of physicians to practice or consult with another, is worse than ridiculous, and springs from pretensions as great as those which characterized the Pharisees of old. But they stand upon a more lofty, but not less ridiculous eminence than this. They profess to have a holy horror of the practice of advertising. It is, they say, undignified, and weakens the morals of the profession. It antagonizes the rule of their enforced ethics, and some of these strait-jackets are such sticklers for this all round foolish whim, that they object to having a modest card, bearing simply their name and number of office, inserted in a newspaper! And yet these M. D.'s names may be seen in letters of gilt or gold, hanging upon a sign above the entrance of their office, or firmly nailed upon the door. What is the difference between seeing a man's name on his door and reading it in the paper? What is the difference between seeing a man's name in the directory, and reading it in a newspaper? This old, moss-grown idea handicaps the physician of advanced thought and skill, and keeps him from coming to the front long years, after he could get there, if his ability and deserts were made known through the ordinary and intelligent channels—the wide-awake newspapers of the day.

A little more than a quarter of a century has passed since the then small, quiet village of Kirksville, Missouri, received an accession to its inhabitants in the person of a man who was at the time a pioneer in scientific discovery. He boldly proclaimed the startling theory, that drugs were not necessary to the life and happiness of the human race. Like Robert Fulton, and others whom I have mentioned, he was greeted with incredulous sneers, and at once became a target for all sorts of idle and random shafts. He was regarded as a mild fanatic by the people with whom he had cast his lot, but faithful to his convictions, he continued to delve deeper and deeper into the mystery of science. Established theories had been exploded by his keen, logical researches, in his effort to arrive at the hidden truth, and he became convinced that the Almighty Father of us all, never decreed that the human stomach should be used as a chemical depository. Like the great Harvey, the discoverer of the circulation of the blood, he studied nature and the laws which govern and control the human organism, and after long years of ceaseless toil, filled with "hopes deferred" and bitter disap pointments, he finally and firmly established the science of Osteopathy—the art of healing without drugs.

Dr. Andrew Taylor Still has lived to see the theory for which he long and patiently battled, one of the demonstrated sciences, and is today reaping the fruits of the seed which he has so intelligently sown. To such men as he, civilization owes its advanced position in art, science and invention. Their courage, persistency and lucidity of conception have been the levers which have lifted the world out of its ruts, and given it a new impetus in its onward march. Such men as he have been the beneficiaries of the race, for by their genius they have increased the aggregate of human comfort and human happiness.
THE A. S. O. GLEE CLUB, ORCHESTRA AND QUARTETTE.

[SUBJECT OF ILLUSTRATION.]

THE following is the personnel of the American School of Osteopathy Glee Club, Orchestra and the A. T. Still Quartette of which a full page group, in half tone, appears in this issue. The organization possesses some exceptionally fine musical talent and proposes giving a series of entertainments during the present season at various points, which can be easily reached by rail from Kirksville. Communities which may be thus favored, may congratulate themselves on the opportunity they will have to enjoy a rich musical treat.

Personnel.

Dr. G. A. Wheeler, Director.
Chas. C. Tesell, Manager.
Homer Woolery, Secretary.
H. M. Vastine, President.
C. V. Kerr, Vice-President.
W. C. Harding, Treasurer.

FIRST TENORS.

G. D. Wheeler, June '99, Barre, Vt.
T. E. Reagan, June, 1900, Lincoln, Neb.
H. W. Woolery, June '99, Bloomington, Ind.
C. V. Kerr, Feb. '99, Kirksville, Mo.
H. B. Sullivan, June 1900, Chicago, Ill.

SECOND TENORS.

S. D. Barnes, June '99, Chicago, Ill.
W. C. Harding, Feb. 1900, Jacksonville, Ill.
A. M. Willard, Feb. 1900, Kirksville, Mo

SECOND BASS.

S. D. Barnes, June '99, Chicago, Ill.
W. C. Harding, Feb. 1900, Jacksonville, Ill.
A. M. Willard, Feb. 1900, Kirksville, Mo

FIRST BASS.

M. E. Clark, Feb. '99, Petersburg, Ill.
G. D. Chaffee, Feb. 1900, Shelbyville, Ill.
F. J. Fassett, June 1900, Montpelier, Vt.

Orchestra.

First Violin, G. E. Graham.
Second Violin, J. D. Wheeler.
Flute, S. D. Barnes.
Clarinet, G. A. Wheeler.
First Cornet, U. G. Helm.
Second Cornet, G. D. Wheeler.
Trombone, A. M. Willard.
Double Bass, M. E. Clark.

A. T. S. Quartette.

First Tenor, G. A. Wheeler.
Second Tenor, G. D. Wheeler.
Baritone, H. M. Vastine.
Basso, S. D. Barnes.

A PATIENT'S OPINION OF OSTEOPATHY.

IF DOCTORS had the good of their patients at heart, instead of a desire to fill their pockets, they would find less fault with that which promises relief, but which conflicts with their theories. What do the sick care for theories or medical science? They want to get well. They don't care what school cures them so they are cured.

When one has tried all the remedies known to medical science and all have failed, according to the ideas of some, they must live always in affliction.

If a new remedy is heard of, the old school of doctors says, it's a humbug, don't try it. But it cures others, why not cure me? It's unscientific, they say, don't try anything that conflicts with the best authorities on medicine.

This has been the chief opposition to Osteopathy. No one can find anything in the old authorities about it. The books say nothing about it, therefore it must be a fraud.

The man of genius—the explorer, and a discoverer—does not go to books for his authority. He goes to nature. He studies his science from the fountain head of all knowledge, nature. That is what Dr. Still has done. He has done just what the old masters did, dig out his knowledge from studying the anatomy of the human body.

He saw that the old masters had made a mistake and have been going wrong ever since. Some among them wrote prescriptions of certain drugs to cure certain ills. Others following in their footsteps turned off at the same fork of the road they did, until the world has come to believe it impossible to cure without drugs.

Dr. Still went back to the fountain head of the science of healing and instead of studying drugs, studied the human body. He made a discovery that at first set the medical people to smiling. He announced that the sick could be healed without medicine. They smiled in derision until he proved it. Then they frowned and have been frowning ever since. When Osteopathy proved it had come to stay, they howled with rage.

No wonder. It bids fair to undermine a false system. I don't say doctors are dishonest, but I do say they are prejudiced against a theory that bids fair to upset their practice. The sick, whose only desire is to get well, care little for theories or professional etiquette. So long as Osteopathy brings relief we say "Long live Osteopathy." Lizzie M.

Dr. Andrew T. Still, the father of Osteopathy, has followed his usual quaint style in writing his biography. From cover to cover of his book entitled the "Autobiography of A. T. Still," we find the expression of the Doctor, the philosopher and humorist combined. It is as interesting as a novel.—Coming Light, for November.
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Published monthly under the auspices of the American School of Osteopathy.

Entered at the Post Office at Kirksville, Mo., as second class matter.

Every issue of The Journal of Osteopathy with all its contents, is fully protected by copyright.

While due and reasonable care will be exercised in the production of advertising matter in this Journal, such admission must not be taken as an endorsement. Patrons must exercise their own judgement in these matters.

IT is very probable that Osteopathy will be brought up for recognition in several state legislatures this winter. Friends are at work in the different states and it is hoped all those who have personally investigated this practice will speak or write their state legislators regarding it. The friends of Osteopathy throughout the United States would make quite an army. A united effort put forth in the right direction this winter will accomplish wonders.

The Journal's pages are open to all Osteopaths for the discussion of the science, and practitioners are urged to record the results of their experience in the field of disease. Results are indisputable evidence of merit—the public is interested in a record of results—but the practicing Osteopath wants to hear more of methods from his brother practitioner. The habit of recording accurately, diagnosis, treatment, and progress, is a good habit for Osteopaths as well as for practitioners of other schools. The Journal would be glad to receive scientific articles, as well as records of cures, from Osteopaths who are out in the field.

AS AN advertising medium for graduates of Osteopathy there is no better or cheaper medium than the Journal. A professional card inserted in these pages will fall into the hands of thousands of people whom the practitioner could reach by no other medium. Then, in addition to a professional card in its pages, the practitioner will find that the circulation of extra copies throughout the territory surrounding the city in which he is practicing, will arouse an interest in the science which he could not excite by local advertising, and which would require many months successful work on his part. A favorite plan with many of the graduates is to subscribe for extra copies to be sent each month to the addresses of prominent people in the vicinity where located. These extra copies are furnished from this office at a nominal cost, the price barely covering cost of printing and mailing, and are mailed direct from Kirksville.

One hundred copies judiciously used each month by the graduate will be found a profitable investment. The operators who have tried this plan are universally pleased with it. Then in addition to furnishing a profitable advertisement for the local practitioner, it is a splendid thing for the advancement of the Osteopathic profession. An Osteopath to see an interest awakened among the people regarding his profession, can thus make his local advertising a source of profit to both himself and the science.

The recent novel and extraordinary decision of the Kansas City Court of Appeals in the case of the State vs Barber's so-called School of Osteopathy, at Kansas City, seems to leave the doors wide open for all kinds of "fake" institutions and "diploma mills" to follow their business without legal interference. From what we can gather from the newspaper reports, Judge Gill's decision is practically to the effect that, while Barber may have technically violated the laws regulating and chartering medical colleges, by issuing a diploma, merely on an examination more or less informally made, and without the required actual attendance of the applicant at said school, such violation was not of sufficient gravity to work a forfeiture of the charter of the offending school. Prof. Wm. Smith, to whom the diploma was issued under an assumed name, and on whose affidavit suit was brought against the school for the annulment of its charter, in speaking of the case says:

"If the ruling of the court of appeals is correct, the existence of legitimate schools, whether medicine or Osteopathy, is totally unnecessary, for anyone can issue a diploma to anyone; anyone can testify to facts which are totally untrue; in fact the ruling puts a distinct premium upon fraud. I refuse to believe that the American people will allow the opinion to become a law, that anyone can issue a totally false statement to a confiding public and be supported in so doing by legal authority."

PHILOSOPHY OF OSTEOPATHY.

Through the courtesy of Dr. A. T. Still, I was recently granted the exceptional and pleasing opportunity of reading the subjects which are to comprise his great work on the "Philosophy of Osteopathy." The master-hand and father of this great and glorious science can be noticed in every line and page. This work, which is intended to be a complete, concise and invaluable guide for all students of Osteopathy, will be revered and cherished by future generations, and in ages yet to come, and long after Dr. Andrew Taylor Still has received his final and well merited reward, the students and advocates of Osteopathy will hold him as a synonym for all that is noble and charitable.

(Signed)

T. J. G. Sheehan, M. D., M. B.
Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland.
Member of Board of Health, South Dak.

The Philosophy of Osteopathy now being written by Dr. A. T. Still is far advanced in its course of preparation, and it is expected that the complete work will be ready for press by March, 1890.

WISE CENSORS!

The regular M. D.'s of Ohio, like their brethren elsewhere, have taken upon themselves the task of sitting in judgment on the qualifications of all others, not only of their own school, but of all schools of healing, with the intention and desire to shut out all who may differ with them. Osteopaths and other graduates of heterodox schools of healing, must be prevented from practicing their humane profession for fear of "mistakes of judgment."

Now comes Secretary Propst, of their own state board of health, who announces that smallpox has been raging at at least two points in the state, for six months, or since last May, and that at the village of Loveland, there have been seventy cases, all of which the local physicians called chicken-pox. No wonder the Osteopaths in the state of Ohio, whom the M. D.'s have been fighting so bitterly, should be indulging in broad grins, over the situation.

Columbus, O., Nov. 9.—Secretary Propst of the state board of health, returned yesterday from Loveland, where he discovered the same state of affairs as to smallpox as at Wapakoneta.

The disease has been raging there since last May and there have been seventy cases, all of which local physicians called chicken-pox. Dr. Probst was called to Center, O., to see a case, and from this case tracked the disease to Loveland. —Press Dispatch

It would appear that the Osteopaths are not the only people who are liable to "mistakes of judgment."

CORRESPONDENCE.

The following is a sample of the letters which are coming to the Journal, from various directions. The writer desires her name withheld for obvious reasons, but says she has been led to write it from actual experience and observation.

"O wad some power the giftis gie us
To see ourselves as others see us!
It wad frae monie a blander free us, and
Foolish notion."

Scene First:—A graduate from the American School of Osteopathy locates in one of our large cities. A friend calls at his office.

He has heard of Osteopathy, and asks numerous questions about the new science. One of the first being:

"Do you treat fevers?"

The second—"What success do you have with Typhoid fever?"

The answer was—"Yes, we have been very successful with Typhoid fever, only losing one case during the time I was at Kirksville."

The caller has been acquainted with this D. O., for some time and knows that in public and private life his word is above question.

Scene Second:—The D. O. is called into
his operating room and before leaving, places the reading matter on the table at the disposal of his caller. He picks up the September number of the "Nebraskan Osteopathic," and peruses the interests of the new S. S. Still College of Osteopathy, located at Des Moines, Iowa.

"The caller glances over the subjects of the articles to see first what ground is covered in that issue. He turns its pages and reads:" "Advantages of Des Moines." Passes over the next page and reads "Disadvantages of Kirkville." The comparison court in investigation and he reads the two articles. The wheels in his head begin to turn and they evolve thoughts something like these: If Osteopathy is so "successful" in treating Typhoid fever, why need the managers of the Des Moines School of Osteopathy make of it a scare crow? And, even if Kirkville is a hot bed for Typhoid fever, why, if Osteopathy is so successful in treating that disease, need anyone fear to attend a College, or enter the Infirmary located there, when the president keeps a large staff of competent operators at work constantly?

He draws conclusions to this effect: That the managers of the Des Moines Infirmary and School of Osteopathy have founded it mainly and almost solely as a money-making scheme. He thinks he, for his part, would hesitate before sending a student or patient to their doors. These scenes are being repeated over and over again in almost every Osteopathic office; and the intended Boom of the Board of Managers of the Des Moines College, becomes a Boom (engang)!!

Our hearts go out in hero-worship to A. T. Still, the founder of the science, who has proven that "Nothing succeeds like success." That patience, actual skillful work and results will do more to fill your colleges and infirmaries than Boom (engang). Upon approval of several Osteopathic Journals are designs representing Science, Truth, Liberty and Justice; see to it that the contents do not belie these designs. You claim to haveotten at the essence of Medical-Science, in its relation to anatomy, physiology, pathology, physics, etc. Surely any school, with a competent staff of teachers and operators ought to be able to fill the pages of its Journals with instructive articles upon all these subjects.

Let this blunder of the Des Moines College be a looking glass for all the new would-be Osteopathic Journals. There are few really well people in the world today and, too, (too many) who have been dummaged to the doors of death. These afflicted ones are not anxious to give their money to enrich some would-be capitalists who are making Osteopathy a means to a selfish end. But, "all a man hath will he give for his life." Convince them by well written scientific articles and by actual work and results that you hold the key to a man's natural limit of life and you will not lack for students, or the "filthy lucre."

REFLECTOR.

The Nebraska State Journal, published at Lincoln, has certainly cultivated the art of "blowing hot and cold" in a most artistic manner. In its issue of November 18th it says: "An effort will be made at the coming session of the Legislature to control the practice of Osteopathy in this state. Regulars will fight the passage of such a law to the bitter end, on the ground that the practice of Osteopathy is unscientific. To an unbiased mind the position of the regulars is not altogether justified. There is so much guess work in medical practice that it seems hardly fair to humanity that any school should have the legal right to try experiments on the human organism, when results are still so apt to be fatal. Sick people should have the right to legal restraint and the instrumentality for their taking off. The law does not prevent a man going to the apothecary shop and securing any old nostrum he thinks may be good for what ails him, and millions of dollars are squandered annually for dope that does about as much good as turning in water to drown a badger when the hole is empty. The "graduated" Osteopath is supposed to be as thoroughly versed in anatomy, physiology and pathology as those of other schools generally recognized as competent to deal with physical ailments at a fair margin of profit upon the time and money invested. He has the same opportunity to come in, make a fortune, and then just die. Two years may learn to prognosticate your untimely death as accurately as the best of them. He differs from the regular practitioner in that his system of therapeutics does not contemplate the use of additional poison to an organism already deranged by the presence of nasty microbes and deadly toxins that result from faulty elimination of broken down material and its toxins. The methods are mechanical rather than vital, and in cases of various congestions and alimentary obstructions are not thorough and less apt to do harm than any system of medication. We should imagine that in cases of lingering fever such as typhoid and the yellow variety. Osteopathy would be on a par with Christian science in utter uselessness; but here medicine also fails, and recovery depends largely upon the vitality of the patient and the sense of the nurse. In this land of liberty it is possible to let people exercise their own judgment in matters that concern their physical welfare or otherwise untill out of the present confusion a system of therapeutics is evolved that can shown to possess a semi-scientific basis."

This is certainly as warm an endorsement as could be asked for by any reasonable Osteopath. On the next morning however the wind has veered, and comes from an entirely different direction. Some M. D. must have been fooling with the editorial thermometer, over night. Note the change. We have space for only a portion of the article but quote its most striking sentences: "It seems strange that the subject of Osteopathy, there is about this it does not commend it to the public confidence: That there is some distrust, for it will have to be so considered until it can prove itself something more substantial, hold that the human body is a piece of machinery, like a Waterbury watch or a gas engine, that can be regulated and made to keep time and run smoothly and in perfect order by mechanical manipulation alone. So the "tinkers" go out, and represent to the ignorant invalid that they understand and have for every disorder under the sun, and will gladly apply it for the small sum of $25 per month, cash invariably in advance. They get a great many chronic cases, and often their manipulations afford much comfort to the patient. But they invariably promise more than they can fulfill, and the sensible patient later on reads their speech and is by no means impressed."

Speaking of a case of loss of sight which some Osteopath had failed to cure, the writer adds:" "In the light of facts like this, the family physician has a right to complain when the patient who owes him for visits made two years ago, charges God as an agency of the moon and lays away money for the kind of treatment that an intelligent Turkish-bath attendant could administer just as well at much lower rates. While we have always contended that a man should have the right to "de-nominate his poison," it is painful in the extreme to be forced to mention the average individual, and just at this time Osteopathy is having a great run of luck."

What further periphrases may mark the literary career of the writer in the Osteopathy Journal we will not attempt to predict. In the meantime it would be well for the representatives of Osteopathy in Nebraska to enlighten him on what really constitutes Osteopathy.

In Memoriam.

Once more it becomes our painful task to chronicle the death of one of our number, that of Miss Leila Morehead, aged twenty-six years. The young lady entered the class of September, 1897, with Mr. and Mrs. K. W. Coffman, the former being her third cousin, their homes being in Sacramento, Ky. She boarded at home for some days before taking to her bed and in fact had some fever. When the doctor was called in he pronounced the type of fever between malaria and typhoid which ended in gastritis. The duration of the illness which took her off on the 28th of March, 1897, was not ten days. Saturday week ago, to Sunday morning, when she breathed her last at 10 a.m. Not many of her classmates and other friends knew of her illness, consequently did not have the privilege of seeing her until they found her laid away in her coffin. All was done for her that friends and doctors could do, but to no purpose. Her mother had been sent for to attend upon her, but did not arrive. W. H. Friend told her she was nearing the end and only a few minutes more of this life remained to her, she was asked if she should tell her mother, to which she replied: "Tell mother I would like to see her, but it is all right," and then passed away as she finished the last word, being conscious up to the last minute.

She was a model young woman, of noble character, quiet and refined. Not one in whom the students of her class found many good qualities to admire. Sunday morning her classmates, and many others in the school, together with the faculty, marched from the school building to the house, and after very solemn ceremony, packed it up, and detailed a party to mine the body home. Thus do we, with the whole school, tender our sincere sympathy to the
We have often heard of a man with "wheels in his head," but the latest novelty in this line is one who is said to carry about an "X-Ray machine" in the same rather narrow receptacle.

That diseases can be and are cured without the aid of drugs is becoming more and more a matter of knowledge among the masses. This is why Osteopathy always finds such a warm welcome wherever introduced by a man or woman thoroughly competent to practice the new system.

A new skull has just been received at the American School. It cost $75. and is so adjusted on brass stems that every part of the skull on the inside can be distinctly seen without any difficulty, as also the blood and nerve supply to the teeth. It is perfect in every particular and interesting to look at.—Reportor.

The editor cannot feel otherwise than grateful for the many kind and appreciative words from distant readers of the JOURNAL, which have been especially numerous during the past month. The September and November numbers have come in for a large share of these compliments. It is not possible to make a really valuable and interesting Osteopathic Journal without the active and hearty assistance of the real workers "in the field."
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NOTES.

C. O. Deeming, D. O., has gone to Rock Falls, Ills.

D. L. Clark, of the January class has opened practise at Sherman, Texas.

W. J. Rhynsberger, D. O., expects to leave Dayton, Ohio, and seek a new location.

Roy Bernard, D. O., of Rockport, Mo., contemplates changing his location in the near future.

J. M. Mullins, D. O., of the January '98 class, has located at Texarkana, Texas, with a fine outlook for business.

W. L. Corbin, D. O., has left Topeka and located at Mavler, Iowa, where he finds many friends of Osteopathy.

Osteopathic practitioners desiring lady assistants, recent graduates of this school, are requested to communicate with the Dean.

Benton Gentry, D. O., has gone to Bloomington, Indiana, where he will join G. V. Neistedt, D. O., in the practise of Osteopathy.

S. H. Morgan, D. O., of Canon City, Colo., writes that he has as a patient, the great evangelist, Dwight L. Moody, and his singer, D. B. Turner.

T. B. Mansfield, D. O., has opened an office for the practise of Osteopathy at Wichita, Kansas. He is located in the Zimmerly building.

The card of Chas. W. Little, D. O., who has opened the Lincoln Infirmary of Osteopathy at Lincoln, Nebraska, appears in our advertising pages.

Dr. Heber Roberts, editor of the American X-Ray Journal, delivered an intensely interesting lecture on the subject of X radiance, on the evening of Thanksgiving. Portions of his lecture were illustrated by lantern views from negatives taken by the X-ray process. The lecture was given in Memorial Hall.

Horton Fay Underwood has accepted a position with the Boston Institute of Osteopathy as lecturer on the principles of Osteopathy. The Journal is always glad to learn of the graduates of the American School of Osteopathy coming to the front in osteopathic work.

Joseph H. Sullivan, D. O., of Chicago, in a very tasty and unique circular announces a contemplated removal to more spacious quarters, consisting of seven rooms on the fifth floor of the Masonic Temple—suite 904. This has been rendered necessary by the growing practise of Dr. Sullivan. He invites his friends to call at the new address.

At a meeting of the Feb., 1900 class, a few days ago an incident occurred which shows the warm feeling that the students entertain for each other. It concerns J. A. Quintal, who, by reason of his position in the school and infirmary is unable to take the regular course with his classmates. The class was unanimous in voting that Mr. Quintal should be graduated with them in regular order.
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The Osteopathic Reporter is the name of a bright, young literary aspirant for public favor issued by Messrs. Hester & Miller, students of the American School of Osteopathy. It is issued every Wednesday, and evidently fills a long felt want, as each issue is eagerly looked for and perused. It is a student's paper and contains much of personal interest to those in attendance at the school. We note also that the Reporter is rapidly gaining a circulation abroad among the graduates who still feel an interest in their Alma Mater, and all that pertains to her welfare. One dollar per annum.

We are informed that the A. S. O. Glee Club and Orchestra will give a musical entertainment at the Normal Chapel, on the evening of Dec. ad.
that his having to make up a few studies after regular course, should cut no figure in the matter, provided his grades are made, which they will be, and thus receive his diploma. This shows a right spirit which we are glad to see.—Osteopathic Reporter.

Osteopathic Marriages.

SHACKLEFORD-ILLINSKI—At the home of the officiating minister, at 8:30 p. m., Nov. 8, J. Rufus Shackleford of Nashville, Tennessee, and Miss Aniella Illinski of Kirksville, Mo. There were no guests except the immediate families of the bride and groom. Rev. F. N. Chapman of the Episcopal church, performed the ceremony. Dr. and Mrs. Shackleford left on the 12:30 train for Nashville, Texas, their future home.

A Golden Medal.

Dr. J. M. Littlejohn offers a gold medal to the best student in Physiology and Psychology graduating during the year ending at the June graduation 1899. The following are the conditions upon which it is open to competition:

1. Candidates must be regular students and must have been in attendance 20 months when the medal is awarded.

2. Those only are eligible who have regularly completed the full course in Physiology and Psychology with grades of not less than 90 in recitation, term, and professional examinations.

No one eligible who has taken any special examinations.

3. A special examination will be set some time during the term preceding graduation of June 1899, when all those eligible under the preceding rules may compete for the medal.

4. The candidate receiving the highest grade will receive the medal. In case of a tie the Demonstrator in Anatomy, the Professor of Histology and the Professor of Anatomy shall act as assessors in determining the one entitled to the medal.

New Advertisements.

The Johnson Institute of Osteopathy has been opened at Omaha, Nebraska. Card in this issue.

Field Notes and Letters From Graduates

E. E. Beeman, D. O., Montpellier, Vt.

Dr. Beeman sends us copies of the local papers containing some very flattering testimonials of his success. His patients express themselves not only grateful to Dr. Beeman for their recovery but also to A. T. Still for his grand philosophy.

Mrs. J. E. and D. D. Owen, Indianapolis, Ind.

In ordering a copy of Dr. A. T. Still's forthcoming work: "The Philosophy of Osteopathy," say: "We are very anxious to learn all we can of the science and we want our instructions from the fountain head. May our work never bring reproach on the science, or on its noble founder, is a desire we hold dear."

Rev. S. H. Morgan, D. O., Canon City, Colo.

Dr. Morgan, in a private letter to Dr. A. T. Still, speaks enthusiastically of his success since he left his Alma Mater, in August last, and expresses his unbounded gratitude for the knowledge which enables him to heal the sick through Osteopathy. He says he believes Dr. Still has done more for the world than any other man that has ever lived on the earth aside from Jesus Christ. Since he has been in Colorado, he has enrolled one hundred and twelve patients and has banked a snug sum of money making a grand financial as well as professional success.

H. C. McIn lain, D. O., Mason City, Ia.

Dr. McLain is doing a splendid work for Osteopathy in that section of Iowa, judging by reports which have reached us from disinterested sources. He has a big list of patients, representing twenty-seven different towns in four states. He has seventeen cases at Mason City alone. He spends alternate days at Britt, Iowa, where he has twenty-six patients. The doctor has been having some fun with a "twelve month's graduate" from another school, through the local newspapers, Mrs. G. G. Woodford, of Clear Lake, Iowa, who is a patient, at present, at the A. T. Still Infirmary, speaks very highly of Dr. McClain's skill and success.


Dr. Sherburne says: "I have the honor to be the only representative of your school in this state, and I have already found it of value to me, as some people even "away out here" think that a graduate of the American School of Osteopathy should be better than any other. I am trying to build a permanent business, promising only what I can fulfill. My practice is growing nicely and my patients are improving."

Dr. Sherburne says he has a number of interesting cases, some of them quite difficult and likely to give him a reputation if cured. This list includes five cases of paralysis of different varieties.


Dr. Hibbitts writes for a hundred copies of the November number of the Journal of Osteopathy and says: "Accept my congratulations on the issue, as I think it the best I have seen, and each number seems to be better than the preceding one. The little "scrummy" I have had here with the M. D., has made me anxious to know more about the "fake," as he is minded to call me, and they are calling for more reading matter on the subject. Long live the Journal and the American School of Osteopathy." We are glad to know that Dr. Hibbitts is getting plenty to do, and better still, that he is getting results.
The following is a revised list of the new September class.

Abernethy, Mallie May . . . . . . Troy, Miss
Abernethy, Margaret F.............. Troy, Miss
Abernethy, John, Henry M......... Troy, Miss
Aldrich, Wm....................... Vroman, Neb
Buckmaster, O L. Moneton, New Brunswick
Bowker, Elsworth.................... Panora, Ia
Bowker, Celia........................
Bishop, Fred......................... Montavista, Colo
Burbank, Mary A..................... Chicago, Ill
Bunting, Harry S.....................Chicago, Ill
Bedine, Rufus H........................ Paris, Mo
Beall, Francis J...................... Memphis, Tenn
Beall, Clara P........................
Burke, Arthur A...................... Kirksville, Mo
Bennenson, Harry K................ kirksville, Mo
Bullard, John R...................... Memphis, Mo
Bartholomew, Elmer J................. Chicago, III
Buskalt, El H........................ Bethany, III
Berger, Theodore P................. WilkesBarre, Pa
Bohannon, Frank B................... Anna, III
Bledsoe, James W.................... Kirkville, Mo
Barnes, Cha S.........................
Barnes, Mrs. Jennie................ kirksville, Mo
Brown, John W.......................
Barrett, Caleb D..................... Lowdville, O
Billington, Henry T.................. Kirkville, Mo
Booth, Emmons R, Prof................ Cincinnati, O
Bevan, Leslie N..................... Fulton, Mo
Burton, Bennie Otto................ Kirksville, Mo
Bowman, Gertrude................... 
Brown, Alexander C, Jr............ Canon City, Colo
Browne, Elva M...................... Gallatin, Mo
Cheatham, Ernest A.................... Kansas City, Mo
Conner, Sallie....................... Kirkville, Mo
Crawford, John S.................... Gibbs, Mo
Crawford, Dwight D................ Kirkville, Mo
Carter, Walter C..................... Kirkville, Mo
Campbell, Cora....................... Kirkville, Mo
Curry, Etta K....................... Kirkville, Mo
Davis, Ida........................... Kirkville, Mo
Davis, Martha........................ Kirkville, Mo
Dawson, James B.................... Des Moines, la
Danahue, Edward I.................. Sycamore, III
daley, Chas I......................... Ft. Madison, la
Dwiggins, Walter, E................. Rossville, III
Davenport, Bert M................... Hiwatha, Kan
Dinsmoor, Prof Silas.............. Kirkville, Mo
Doane, Adele........................ Parsons, Kan
Denniston, Elmer L.................. Kirkville, Mo
Ewing, Bess B....................... Baltimore, Md
Fletcher, Clark P.................... Montpelier, Vt
Fassett, Fred J......................
Fryett, Solomon J................... Chadron, Neb
Furnish, W M......................... Granville, Mo
Fitzharris, Peter J................ Brooklyn, N Y
Forquer, Jas W...................... Kirkville, Mo
Fellowes, William B................. Des Moines, la
Greenwood, Victor H................. brassher, Mo
Gill, John L......................... Cal
Graves, Anna M...................... Redding, la
Gamble, Harry W.................... Wayne, Neb
Gates, Mary A........................ Leon, la
Gayle, Birdie L..................... Monroe, La
Griffin, Clive....................... Kirkville, Mo
Gillman, Carrie A.................... Honolulu, H I
Graham, Geo W....................... Fresno, Cal
Hiett, Alva......................... Berwick, Ill
Hook, Mathias....................... Wellfieet, Neb
Hays, Lola L....................... Princeton, Ill
Harwood, Miss B Rees.............. Aylesford, N S
Hamilton, Nellie M................ Kirkville, Mo
Hathhorn, Chas C..................... Livingston, Mont
Harras, Myrtle D.................... Kirkville, Mo
Harding, Ada......................... Jacksonville, II
Hoover, Mable....................... Lawn Ridge, Mo
Hulett, Guy Dudley................... Manhattan, Kan
Hollingsworth, Fred............. Phoenix, Ariz
CHICAGO INFIRMARY.
905-906 Masonic Temple.

Still & Sullivan.

JOSEPH H. SULLIVAN, D. O., Chief Operator and Examiner.
MARY E. KELLY, D. O., In Charge Ladies' Department.
F. T. SULLIVAN, Secretary.

Full Corps of Kirksville Operators.
Consultation and Examination by Appointment.

Masonic Temple Suites 905-906.

N. B.—WE DO NOT advertise in the Chicago Papers.

W. J. CONNER, D. O.

D. L. CONNER, D. O.

PHOENIX : INFIRMARY : OF : OSTEOPATHY
(Open from November to June.)
Phoenix,
Arizona.

OFFICE: The Alhambra.

W. J. Conner, D. O., of the operating staff of the A. T. Still Infirmary of Osteopathy, and D. L. Conner, D. O., Graduate of the American School of Osteopathy, Kirkville, Mo., will receive and treat all kinds of chronic cases without the use of knife or drugs.

Phoenix is the great natural sanatorium of the United States, with an unapproachable winter climate for invalids. The Infirmary will be open from November until June, enabling invalids to avail themselves of osteopathic treatment while enjoying this unrivaled climate.

D. L. Conner, Manager.

J. R. SHACKLEFORD, D. O.

Graduates
K. H. SHACKLEFORD, D. O.

A. S. O.

MISSOURI INSTITUTE OF OSTEOPATHY
Kirkville, Mo.

Osteopaths
Room 50, "The Ruggery"—20 East Clay St.
Columbus, Ohio.

Late of regular operating staff at A. T. Still Infirmary, Kirkville, Mo.

J. O. HATTON, D. O.

Graduate A. S. O.
Class of '92.

MISSOURI INSTITUTE

Osteopathy
St. Louis, Missouri.

Consultation free. Competent lady assistant.

214 N. Jefferson Avenue.
WAS HINGTON - INSTITUTE OF OSTEOPATHY.
(Incorporated.)
Sixth Floor, Safe Deposit Building,
Seattle, - - - - - - Washington.

Office in SEATTLE, EVERETT, and NEW WHATCOM.
W. A. Potter, D. O.
J. B. Baldy, Secretary.

G. W. SOMMER,
-OSTEOPATH-
Cincinnati, - Ohio.
Office Hours: | Rooms 405 & 409.
9 a. m. to 12 m. | Neave Building.
——Sunday Excepted.—
T. L. RAY, D. O.,
Graduate American School of Osteopathy.
Boise City, - Idaho.

JOHN A. THOMPSON, D. O.
Graduate American School of Osteopathy.
Titusville, Penna.
8 West Walnut St. Office Hours: | 9 a. m. to 10 p. m.
—OSTEOPATH—
Detroit, - - Michigan.
Office Hours: 9 a. m. to 10 a. m. | Johnson Building.

COLORADO OSTEOPATHIC INFIRMARY.
Mrs. Elizabeth Harlan, D. O., Pres.
Graduate A. S. O.
DENVER, Colo.: Masonic Temple, rooms 13-1-14, corner 16th and Welton st. Mon. Wed. Fri., 9 a. m. to 4 p.m.
DU BOIS, Colo.: Masonic Temple, cor. 14th & Pearl st. Tues. Thurs. Sat., 9 a. m. to 2 p.m.

W. A. Potter, D. O.
Graduate A. S. O.
DENVER, Colo.: Masonic Temple, rooms 13-1-14, corner 16th and Welton st. Mon. Wed. Fri., 9 a. m. to 4 p.m.
DU BOIS, Colo.: Masonic Temple, cor. 14th & Pearl st. Tues. Thurs. Sat., 9 a. m. to 2 p.m.

J. A. BOYLES, D. O., Graduate A. S. O.
WILBUR L. SMITH, D. O., A. S. O.
Suite 717-719 Equitable Building.
Baltimore, Maryland.
HOURS: | Mon., Wed., Fri. | 10-12 & 1:30-4. | Sat. | 9-12.
CONSULTATION FREE.

SOUTHERN SCHOOL AND INFIRMARY OF OSTEOPATHY,
Franklin, - - - Kentucky.
Second term opens September first, 1898.
Send for copy of Southern Journal of Osteopathy.

CHARLES W. LITTLE, D. O., Graduate A. S. O.
LINCOLN INFIRMARY OF OSTEOPATHY,
Second floor, Farmer's and Merchant's Ins. Bldg.
LINCOLN, NEB.

CLARA MARTIN, D. O., Graduate A. S. O.
419 S. Broad Street,
Philadelphia, - - - Pa.
HOURS: 9 to 12, 1 to 4

HARVEY R. UNDERWOOD, Graduate A. S. O.
Scarton, - - - Pennsylvania,
Coal Exchange Building, Wyoming Ave., on Tues. Wed. Fri. and Sat.
Carbondale, - - - Pennsylvania.
At Anthracite Hotel—Mon. and Thur.

D R. J. W. PARKER,
—OSTEOPATH—
Graduate A. S. O.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN INFIRMARY OF OSTEOPATHY.
Rooms 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, Kittredge Block, Corner 16th and Glenarm Streets, Denver, Colorado.

W. L. HARLAN, D. O., President.
Graduate of the American School of Osteopathy,
Kirkville, Missouri.

The Rocky Mountain Infirmary is not a school, but especially an infirmary and treats all chronic and acute diseases known as curable.

EDWARD B. UNDERWOOD,
Graduate A. S. O.
Steele Memorial Bldg.
Elmira, - New York,

H. E. NELSON, D. O., Graduate A. S. O.
OSTEOPATH,
Office Hours:
120 W. St., Catherine St.,
Except Thurs. & Sun.,
9-12 a. m., 2-4 p. m.

L. S. BROWN, A. M., M. D., D. O.
Graduate A. S. O.
Denver, - Colorado.
OFFICES.
Wednesday and Saturday—330 Logan Ave., Denver, Monday and Thursday—res. Mrs. Ann H. Thompson,
Greeley, Tuesday and Friday—Over Ledger office, Longmont.

J. H. OSBORN, D. O.
St. Joseph, - - Missouri.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN INFIRMARY OF OSTEOPATHY.
OMAHA, NEB.
Dr. G. E. Johnson, Manager.
Mrs. Alice Johnson, D. O., Graduate A. S. O., Kirkville, Mo.
Suite 315, New York Life Building.

S. R. LANDES, D. O.
Office
147 Monroe St.

FO RT WORTH, TEXAS.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
After October 1, 1898.
HENRY E. PATTERSON, D. O.
ALICE M. PATTERSON, D. O.
WILBUR L. SMITH, D. O.
Summer Season—Mackinac Island, Mich.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

GEORGE CLAYTON,
Graduate A. S. O.
SUISUN CITY INFIRMARY
OF OSTEOPATHY.
Suisun City, - - - - - - California.

Attractive literature sent on application.

JOHNSON INSTITUTE OF OSTEOPATHY.
OMAHA, NEB.

S. R. LANDES, D. O.
Office
147 Monroe St.

MICHIGAN.

GRAND RAPIDS.

Equitable Building, Room 10, Fifth Floor.
OSTEOPATHY IN DENVER.

N. Alden Bolles, D. O.; Mrs. Nettie H. Bolles, D. O.
Graduates A. S. O.

WESTERN INSTITUTE OF OSTEOPATHY.

Member Associated Colleges of Osteopathy.

Established 1895. Chartered for teaching and practicing Osteopathy.

No. 832 East Colfax Avenue, Denver, Colorado.
IOWA OSTEOPATHIC INSTITUTE,


G. H. Gilmore, Manager.

MADISONVILLE INFIRMARY

OF OSTEOPATHY.

W. Ammerman, D. O. Ammerman, A. S. O.

Mrs. L. O. Ammerman, D. O. A. S. O.

Drs. Ammerman,

Madisonville, - - Ky.

HERBERT BERNARD, D. O. Graduate A. S. O.

—Osteopathy in Detroit.—

Suite 504 Ferguson Bldg. 235 Woodward Ave.,

Detroit, - - Michigan.

HOURS: 9 to 12 a.m. and 1 to 4 p.m.

CARTER BROS.

DENTISTS.

South Side Square, over Kirksville Millinery Store.

Eckerts

LEADERS IN

Men's Clothing, Furnishing Goods,

Hats and Shoes.................. W. C. CARTER, D. D. S.

R. S. CARTER, D. D. S.

DENTISTS

801 Madison St., Eureka, Ill.

J. W. HENDERSON, D. O.

Late of the staff of operators at the

A. T. Still Infirmary and American School of Osteopathy, at Kirksville, Missouri.

D. B. MACAULEY, D. O.

Diplomat American School of Osteopathy.

ST. PAUL, MINN. | THIS SVEILS

No Knife

T. L. HOLME, D. O.

Graduate of the American School of Osteopathy, Kirksville, Mo.

Tarkio, - - - - Mo.

OSTEOPATHY IN SALT LAKE CITY.

A. M. KING, D. O.

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.

OFFICE: Templeton Block.

NOTE: UTAH has the healthiest climate in the world. Is nature's true "health resort." Cool in summer, and mild in winter. Plenty of sunlight and fresh air all the time.

ELMER H. BEAVER, D. O.

Graduate A. S. O.

Iowa Falls, - - - - Iowa.

OSTEOPATHY.

Moncton, N. B.

Moncton Infirmary A. S. O.

OSTEOPATHY.

Moncton, N. B.

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday.

H. L. PELLET, D. O.

Graduate A. S. O.

Philadelphia, - - Pa.

Suite, 716-17 Weightman Building.

1524 Chestnut St.

W. E. GREENE, D. O., Graduate A. S. O.

Glens Falls, - New York.

—Office hours—

9 to 12 a.m. and 1 to 5 p.m. Sundays Excepted.
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KIRKSVILLE

The beautiful city of North Missouri, is bounding forward in a steady, healthy condition and is destined to reach the 10,000 population mark in a short time.

A home in this city is an investment in which you are sure to derive a handsome profit and one to be proud of.

We will cheerfully furnish you information or show you the property for sale. Respectfully,

ENCELEBART BROS.

THE ST. LOUIS SCHOOL... OF...
Suggestive Therapeutics... AND...
Medical Electricity...

DEGREES CONFERRED AND DIPLOMAS AWARDED TO GRADUATES.

This School was established for the purpose of instructing Physicians, Medical Students, Dentists, trained Nurses and other well educated people, in the science and art of Suggestive Therapeutics; and those who want it are also taught practical application of Electricity in the treatment of all diseases where it can be used to advantage, including X-ray work. All kinds of batteries on exhibition and their uses explained.

A complete exposition of Psychological Medicine is given, as expounded by Liebeault, Bernheim, Tuke, Moll, Tucky, Hudson, etc. The psychological treatment of diseases and the production of anaesthesia for surgical operations under hypnotic influence, are thoroughly elucidated by didactic lectures and practical demonstrations upon subjects and clinics before our classes. Futhermore, our students are fully instructed in all the modern methods of Hypnotism, and are favored by the privilege of actual personal practice in handling and controlling subjects in our psychological clinics, under our immediate observation and instruction. This enables them to go out and apply this practise at once. Say what we may about what can be learned from books, journal communications and correspondence courses of instruction, there is nothing like OBJECT LESSONS to teach Suggestive Therapeutics. We can teach more in two weeks by showing them how it is done, by treating patients in their presence, than they can learn in many months from reading and depending wholly upon their own unaided efforts.

We make a specialty of teaching our students the proper treatment by suggestion, of all chronic, functional and nervous diseases and habits of every kind, and all stubborn diseases that have resisted ordinary methods of treatment. We teach them the kind of suggestions that each patient requires. All intelligent men and women can learn Suggestive Therapeutics, and they can learn to do effective work with it.

Sessions last two weeks. Open every month in the year.

We give special attention to the personal treatment of all chronic, functional and nervous diseases, and habits of every kind here in our private office and in our school, such as Insomnia, St. Vitus’ Dance, Paralysis, Hysteria, Melancholy, Headache, Hallucinations, Monomania, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Asthma, Ammonorhea, Sterility, Constipation, Dysmenorhea, Loss of Voice, Writer’s Cramp, Menorrhagia, Deafness, Goitre, Impotency, Self-Consciousness, Bashfulness, Fear to speak or Sing in Public, and Morbid fear of All Diseases, Incontinence of Urine, Uteral Strictures, Nervous Prostration.

STAMMERING.

We can absolutely cure all cases of stammering and stuttering, bed-wetting, Liquor habit, Morphine habit, Tobacco habit, Kleptomaniac, morbid fears, etc.

Send for our 16-page pamphlet explaining our methods of curing disease by suggestion in our office and at a distance. SENT FREE TO EVERYBODY. All sick people should have this pamphlet.

A NEW BOOK.

Send $1.00 for our book “Suggestion in the Cure of Diseases and the Correction of Vices.” Second Edition. This book explains all the methods of mental healing—tells the principles upon which Christian Science, Divine Science, Mental Science and Magnetic Healing do all their effective work. It teaches how to hypnotize; contains the latest, most complete and effective methods for producing hypnosis that can be found anywhere.

For information about School sessions, fees, etc., send for our School Announcement Letters from patients or students, and orders for books answered promptly. Address,

GEO. C. PITZER, M. D.,
3955, WEST BELLE PLACE,
ST. LOUIS, MO.

For PHOTOGRAFIC WORK

That is extra fine in finish
And equal to the BEST done anywhere, visit

Thompson’s Studio, - - -
South Side Square.
KIRKSVILLE, MO

MANIKIN

LIFE SIZE ANATOMICAL MODEL OF THE HUMAN BODY

With Explanatory Handbook by W. S. Furneaux.
Size when open 5 feet 4 inches square, when closed, the whole folds into a portfolio measuring 32 inches by 21 inches.

Price $10.00 net postpaid.
Description circular on application.

CHICAGO MEDICAL BOOK CO.
36-37 Randolph St.,
Chicago, Ill.
N. W. COR. WABASH AVE.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

Robert Clark Hardware Co.
Hardware, Stoves and Vehicles of all kinds.
Plumbers and Steam Fitters.
Kirkville, Missouri.

Headquarters for Buggies, Surveys, Spring Wagons and road Carts.
Largest line of Ice Cream Freezers, Refrigerators, Window Screens, Screen Doors and Hammocks in the city.
West Side Square.

The National Bank of Kirksville.
Capital Stock Fully Paid Up. $50,000.00. Only National Bank in Kirksville.
Prompt attention given to Commercial Collections.
Your Business Solicited.
P. C. Mills, President  B. F. Heiny, Cashier

Patterson & Miller
Have the
Best Cab and Transfer Line
IN THE CITY.
And give special attention to the accommodation of patients of the A. T. Still Infirmary.
Ask for Patterson & Miller's Cab when you get off the train.

PARTIES WANTING OPERATING TABLES-
Should call on A. L. Holmes, A. L. Holmes, N. Franklin St., Kirksville, MO.

VIA THE IRON MOUNTAIN ROUTE
A New and Palatial Sleeping Train, without an equal, put in service for the first time this season.
Leaves St. Louis every Tuesday and Saturday, 10:30 a.m., for Los Angeles and San Francisco.
EQUIPMENT CONSISTS OF

COMPARTMENT CAR—Containing Reading, Writing and Smoking Rooms, Buffet, barber shop and bath room.
COMPARTMENT CAR—Containing Seven Private compartments and Double Drawing-Rooms.
SLEEPING CAR—Containing Twelve Sections.
STATE ROOMS AND DRAWING-ROOMS.
DINING CAR—In which all Meals are served A LA CARS.

Heated with Steam. Lit with Platform Gas.
A SUMMER ROUTE FOR WINTER TRAVEL. No High Altitudes. No Snow Blockades.
ONLY THREE DAYS TO OR FROM CALIFORNIA. Entire train runs through without change.
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.

271, KIRKSVILLE, MO.